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Abstract. This paper presents the C-VISTA model enabling viewpoint
representation for improving knowledge modelling from several
experts: this model can thus be used for cooperative building of an
ontology. We describe the C-VISTA model in the framework of
conceptual graph formalism.

1

Introduction

Several methods, techniques and protocols were proposed for knowledge acquisition
(KA) from multiple experts. They aim at: (a) expressing common parts and
differences between experts’ models; (b) detecting and solving terminology conflicts
between the experts; (c) taking into account the different viewpoints of different
experts: several experts according to their specialty or their way to tackle the problem
solving, may have divergent analyses or divergent understandings of a same object.
So, the notions of multi-expertise and multi-viewpoints are closely related.
An expert can have different viewpoints or perspectives on a domain or on a
problem; so, for each expert, the knowledge engineer (KE) can identify several
viewpoints (see fig. 1).
Multiple experts
Vehicle_expert
Psychologist

Multiple viewpoints
Road_accident_vehicle_analysis
Vehicle-driver_interaction_analysis
Driver_analysis
Vehicle-driver_interaction_analysis
Infrastructure-driver_interaction _analysis

Fig. 1. Example of link multi-expertise/multi-viewpoints in an application of road accident
analysis
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The viewpoints of each expert are actually the different points of interest of this
expert concerning the application. This relation establishes a partition of the
knowledge base (KB) where each viewpoint is a coherent and partial view of the KB.
But as in the example of fig. 1, some viewpoints may be shared. This leads us to
consider the relationship between multi-expertise and multi-viewpoints otherwise.
Indeed, on a same identified viewpoint, there may be different “viewpoints” of
different experts from the same domain or from different domains. In that case, the
KE must either integrate knowledge from the different experts or make those different
“viewpoints” on a viewpoint live together.
So even if the link between multi-expertise and management of multiple
viewpoints seems to be intuitive, it is not really well defined for different reasons:
•
•

"Viewpoint" is a common sense word and may have different interpretations [2]
[11] [1] [12].
The use of viewpoints in the building of a KB varies according to the different
fields considered (knowledge representation (KR), KA, requirements
engineering, software design, cooperative design, explanations…) and their
definitions of viewpoint.

Our objective is to model the notion of viewpoint and to offer a way of expressing
and managing viewpoints. The description of our model C-VISTA is based on
conceptual graph (CG) formalism [14] but this model could be relevant for other KR
formalisms. First we present our definition of viewpoint, and our model C-VISTA for
handling viewpoints. Then we present a method based on this model for cooperative
building of an ontology, before a comparison with related work in our conclusion.

2

Viewpoint Definition

Contrary to most work proposed in object-oriented representation, we do not
necessarily aim at obtaining consensual and complementary views from viewpoints.
Viewpoints may index consensual and non-consensual knowledge:
•
•

They may help in knowledge acquisition process by providing a support to
represent non-consensual knowledge from several experts (i.e. express the
“viewpoint” of each expert on the same object).
They enable to keep non-consensual viewpoints on a same object.

According to [11], a viewpoint is "a perspective of interest from which an expert
examines the knowledge base". Our definition of viewpoint is based on this definition,
but we emphasize two dimensions - a contextual dimension where the focus of an
expert is described, and a personal dimension where the view angle of the expert is
described:
•

The focus describes the expert’s work context (task and objective). Several
experts can have the same focus: for example, in fig. 2, the focus is the security
of a vehicle. According to this focus, we need to express the different viewpoints
of different experts involved. Therefore we characterize the viewpoint by a
personal dimension: the view angle.
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The view angle describes the characteristics of an expert or of a group of experts.
It can describe the name of this expert (or of this group of experts), his/her
application field (domain), his/her expertise level or skill, his/her experience in
other domains interesting for the application, his/her role and place in his/her
organization.

Our final definition is the following: "A viewpoint is an interface allowing the
indexation and the interpretation of a view composed of knowledge elements. A
viewpoint is characterized by a focus and a view angle" (cf. fig. 2).
Focu s

View Angles

Views in CG

Coachwork expert
Car Design
Security

Historian
Car history
Vehicle expert
Car accident analysis

Fig. 2. Example of multi-viewpoint description of a car

In terms of KB building, a viewpoint allows to index knowledge in order to make it
accessible, dynamic and reusable. In terms of access to the KB, it plays the role of a
filter on the KB and helps the user to avoid to get lost in the whole KB by enabling
access only to relevant knowledge according to the user profile. We distinguish two
kinds of viewpoints:
•

•

Viewpoints defining perspectives that index consensual descriptions of a same
object by different experts. Those views are complementary and give a whole
vision of the object. The object is supposed to be unique, but may have some
characteristics interesting or visible only for some experts. Therefore a given
expert will focus only on some perpectives on the object (the ones relevant for
him). The models proposed in ROME [2], TROEPS (previously called TROPES)
[11], VBOOL [10] for management of multiple viewpoints or in View Retriever
[1] for extraction of viewpoints from a frame-based KB rely on the hypothesis
that viewpoints are partial representations of a unique, coherent set of objects. So,
these models handle perspectives.
Viewpoints defining opinions that index non-consensual descriptions
corresponding to the different, specific approaches of the experts. Such views are
incomplete descriptions of the studied object and could be collectively
inconsistent. For example, such opinions are useful in case of design of an
artefact on which several experts will have different (possibly contradictory)
propositions.

We call the first type of viewpoints “perspective viewpoints” and the second type
“opinion viewpoints”.
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Model for the Cooperative Building of an Ontology: C-VISTA

Our objectives, according to our viewpoint definition, are the following: (1) Identify
and index terminological differences between experts and establish a link between
different terminologies; (2) Enable multi-representation of an object according to
different experts.
3.1 Problems in Ontology Cooperative Building
Our past experiments of knowledge engineering showed that experts working together
with the supervision of a KE tend to integrate their vocabularies and to create a
common vocabulary in order to understand one another. But the concepts underlying
such terms may be actually used differently by the different experts at different levels
of granularity and for different situations, so with divergent interpretations. Besides,
the KE does not model the context and the objective of use of each concept or term.
This notion of context and objective on a concept must be normally deduced from the
concept type hierarchy organization (kind_of link). But when in a huge ontology, the
whole context of interpretation is not modeled explicitly, it leads to
misunderstandings (in particular when a part of the ontology must be reused for
another application).
For example, in a hierarchy using only the "kind-of link " to provide the
interpretation of a concept type, the Accident_Factor concept type could be subtyped
by the Lack_of_road_exit_specific_signal concept type (that is a kind of accident
factor) and by the Indicator_ambiguity concept (that is also a kind of accident factor).
Such accident factors are proposed by different experts. The first concept type is
based on the analysis of the infrastructure as accident factor and conforms to the
Infrastructure viewpoint while the second one is based on the analysis of the driver as
accident factor and conforms to the Driver viewpoint.
So, a viewpoint enables the explicit expression of a particular subtype relation
existing between two concept types. Most of the methods described in related work
build a consensual ontology, without such particular subtype links that provide
documentation and track of the knowledge integration process. As a concept type
hierarchy can often be built using several different criteria, our notion of viewpoint
enables to make explicit the criteria underlying the subdivision of a concept type into
its subtypes.
3.2 The C-VISTA Model
The C-VISTA model is defined using the CG formalism [14] [3]. In this formalism,
we can build a support S and a base of conceptual graphs. A support S is composed of
a concept type hierarchy (noted Tc), an ordered set of relation types with their
signatures, a set of markers or referents (M) and a conformity relation between
concept types and markers. A CG is a bipartite graph built according to the support S
and composed of two types of nodes: 1) concept-nodes, each labelled by a concept
type and a referent, 2) relation-nodes, each labelled by a relation type. The support S
corresponds to terminological knowledge (or ontology) while the base of CG
corresponds to assertional knowledge.
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In this section, we first present how to express viewpoints in the concept type
hierarchy, then we show how to allow the multi-representation of an object and how
to link different terminologies in a same concept type hierarchy, thanks to the
organization of the ontology in several viewpoints.
Expression of Multiple Viewpoints
Definition 1: Basic and v-oriented concept types
Let tc and tc' be two concept types. If tc' is a subtype of tc, then there may exist a
viewpoint p such that tc' is a subtype of tc according to the viewpoint p. In that case, tc
is called “basic concept type” and tc' “viewpoint-oriented concept type” (noted “voriented concept type”).
For example, the v-oriented concept type Highway is a subtype of the basic concept
type Infrastructure according to the Administrative viewpoint.
A given concept type may have several immediate supertypes: a concept type t’ may
be both a subtype of t1 w.r.t. the viewpoint p1 and a subtype of t2 according to the
viewpoint p2. So, the concept type hierarchy corresponds to a partial order but not to
a rooted tree.
A given concept type can be both basic (i.e. have v-oriented subtypes) and v-oriented
(i.e. be itself a subtype according to a viewpoint). So the presence of basic concept
types is not necessarily restricted to the higher levels of the concept type hierarchy.
Definition 2: Criterion
A viewpoint is characterized by the explicit criteria according to which a v-oriented
type will be considered as a subtype of its basic type. A criterion is called generic if it
is not instantiated (e.g. "Context" is a generic criterion). A criterion is called specific
if it is instantiated (e.g. "Context: Accident_analysis").
Definition 3: Viewpoint template
A viewpoint template is composed of two sets of generic criteria, the first set
characterizing the focus and the second one the view angle.
We will suppose that a given ontology relies on one viewpoint template: before
developing the ontology, the KE and the experts must agree on a viewpoint template
on which they will rely for organizing the ontology. The viewpoint template proposed
in fig. 3 is composed of:
•
•

The focus, characterized by the generic criteria Context and Objective,
The view angle, characterized by the generic criteria Person, Field of skill,
Expertise level, Other expertise fields and associated levels of expertise.

Definition 4: Viewpoint
Let Ptemplate a viewpoint template made of n generic criteria. A viewpoint p is defined
on this template Ptemplate, by instantiating m generic criteria of this template (1≤m≤n).
So p is defined by a set of m specific criteria (Ci having a value vi). We note
Criteria(p) = {(Ci ,vi) ; i=1..m }.
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Example of viewpoint template
Context
Objective

Focus

View angle

Person
Field of skill
Expertise level
Other expertise field/level of expertise

Fig. 3. Example of viewpoint template

Fig. 4 gives an example of a particular viewpoint built according to the viewpoint
template shown in fig. 3.
Example of viewpoint

Focus

View angle

Context: Accident analysis
Objective: Security of the crossroad

Person: Manuel
Field of skill: Infrastructure
Expertise level: 9 (Expert)
Other expertise field / level of expertise: Vehicle dynamics / 5

Fig. 4. Example of viewpoint

Definition 5: Viewpoint link
Let tc and tc' be two concept types. Let p be a viewpoint defined by Criteria(p) = {(Ci,
vi) ; i=1..m }. If tc' < tc then there may exist a link (VPT:p) such that tc’ is a subtype of
tc according to this viewpoint p.
Definition 6: Inclusion of two viewpoints
Let p1 and p2 be two viewpoints respectively defined by Criteria(P1) = {(C1i ,v1i) ;
i=1..m } and Criteria(p2) = {(C2j ,v2j) ; j=1..k}. p1 is included in p2 iff Criteria(p2)⊂
Criteria(p1).
For instance, the viewpoint in Figure 4 is included in the viewpoint defined by
{(Context, Accident analysis) (Person, Manuel) (Field of skill, Infrastructure)}.
C-VISTA model, summarized in fig. 5, allows to express for one given concept
type, a set of more specialized concept types provided by the experts. For the process
of terminology integration, we need to express different kinds of viewpoint links in
order to distinguish consensual and non-consensual knowledge in the ontology.
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Viewpoint template
Basic concept type
Viewpoint link

Focus criteria
• c1
• c2
View angle criteria
• c3
• c4

V-oriented concept type

Fig. 5. C-VISTA Model

Therefore we introduce the following links:
•

•

The perspective link noted (PERSP: p) can index, according to the viewpoint p, a
concept type having a consensual definition, i.e. shared by all the experts. The
subtypes of such a concept type are considered as having also consensual
definitions.
The opinion link noted (OPINION: p) can index, according to the viewpoint p, a
concept type having a non-consensual definition. This concept type stems from
the opinion of an expert, not yet shared by the other experts. The subtypes of a
such concept type are considered as also having non-consensual definitions.

Fig. 6 shows an example of application of C-VISTA model. It describes three
viewpoint links and shows the different v-oriented subtypes of Accident_factor
according to those three viewpoints. Each of those viewpoints is characterized by a
particular instantiation of the same viewpoint template. So, the C-VISTA viewpoint
model enables to organize the concept type hierarchy into explicit viewpoints, making
the resulting ontology more accurate and readable.
Multi-representation of a Concept
Having multiple representations of an object allows, for a given instance, to obtain
different perspectives describing this instance according to different viewpoints. For
example, an infrastructure could be seen as a straight_road or a curved_road
according to the curve viewpoint; it could also be seen as a highway, a national_road
or a departemental_road according to the administrative viewpoint; and last,
according to the nb_lanes viewpoint, it could be a 3_lane_road or a 2_lane_road or a
One_way. The different possible viewpoints for an instance are represented in the
concept type hierarchy with the C-VISTA model.
In CG formalism, the creation of an instance establishes a link between the original
concept type of the hierarchy and the name of the instance. This link is called
instantiation link (it corresponds to the is_a link of object-oriented representations).
The instantiation of a basic concept type is called a basic concept and the instantiation
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of a v-oriented concept type is called a v-oriented concept. We also introduce another
link, called representation link (see model in fig. 7 and example in fig. 8), and
inspired by ROME [2].
Viewpoint template
Focus: Context, Objective
View angle: Person, skill field

Accident_factor

VPT: Vehicle-vpt
Context: Accident analysis
Objective: vehicle as factor analysis
Person: X
Skill field: Infrastructure

Under_blown_tyre

VPT: Infrastructure-vpt
Context: Accident analysis
Objective: infra as factor analysis
Person: Z
Skill field: Infrastructure

Overtaking_conflict

VPT: Driver-vpt
Context: Accident analysis
Objective: driver as factor analysis
Person: Y
Skill field: Driver psychology

Lack_of_road_exit
specific_signal

Left_turn_conflict
3_lane_road
Knowledge_on
_Itinerary
Indicator_ambiguity

Fig. 6. Example using C-VISTA model

Definition 7: Representation link
Let C, noted [tc:ref], a concept characterized by a basic concept type tc and by a
referent ref. Let T=∪i=1..n{tci} the set of v-oriented concept types subtypes of tc. If C
has as representations m v-oriented concepts noted [tcj:ref] (with 1≤j≤m≤n and tcj ∈T),
then each [tcj:ref] has a representation link with C.
As such v-oriented concepts are different perspectives on a same object, they are
defined from v-oriented concept types, which are indexed by perspective viewpoints.
Definition 8: Coreference set
Let C, noted [tc:ref], a concept characterized by a basic concept type tc and by a
referent ref. If Erep (C) = ∪j=1..m{Cj} is the set of the concepts having a representation
link with C, then the coreference set of ref is:
Coref (ref) = {tc} ∪ {type (Cj) such that Cj ∈Erep (C)}.
Definition 9: Extension of conformity relation
The conformity relation, conf, defines the set of authorized markers, for each concept
type. This relation is defined on Tc x (M ∪ {*,0}) and satisfies:
∀ m ∈ M, ∀ t, t’ ∈ Tc :
•
•
•
•

conf (Τ, m) and ¬ conf (⊥ , m) where T is the universal type and ⊥ the absurd
type,
if t’ ≤ t and conf (t’, m), then conf (t, m)
if conf (t,m) and conf (t’, m) then conf (t ∧ t’, m) and t ∧ t’ > ⊥
if t is a basic concept type and if conf (t,m), then ∀ ti ∈ Coref (m), conf (ti,m).
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Basic concept type
Viewpoint link

v-oriented concept type
v-oriented concept type

v-oriented concept type

Instantiation

Instantiation

Instantiation
v-oriented concept

v-oriented concept

Representation
Basic concept

Fig. 7. Model of multi-viewpoint representation

corridor_effect_road

Infrastructure

VPT:Effect

Infrastructure:R
N7
Highway

Repr

R
oute_2_
VPT:
curve voies:RN7
Straight_road

VPT: Administrative
ReprVPT: nb_lanes
Route_Nationale:RN7
VPT: Administrative
Repr

2_lane_road7
Route_rectiligne:RN

National_road

Repr

2_lane_road: RN7

Repr

Infrastructure: RN7

Straight_road:RN7

Repr
Representation link

Fig. 8. Example of multi-representation with C-VISTA

Assertional level

Instantiation
National_Road: RN7

Terminological level

Viewpoint link
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For example, in figure 8, the marker RN7 conforms to the basic concept type
Infrastructure and to the v-oriented concept types National_Road, 2_lane_road and
Straight_road – that must have a maximum common subtype.
This model has two advantages:
•
•

It allows to gather information about an object in a same model. So it takes
advantage of object-oriented formalism but keeps the advantage of a relationalbased formalism.
It is a dynamic structure allowing to modify an object by adding or removing a
perspective on it without having to destroy and recreate the object.

Links between Terminologies
If we try to integrate terminologies in the same concept type hierarchy, it is important
to interconnect v-oriented concept types. In the example of fig. 6, we notice that some
subtypes of Accident_factor are equivalent such as Lack_of_road_exit_specific_signal
and Indicator_ambiguity.They are defined in different viewpoints (having the same
focus but different view angles) but if they are used in an assertion about the accident,
they could be used to mean the same thing.
Therefore, we defined three types of links to handle the different possible relations
existing between terminologies.
Definition 7: Equivalence link
Let tc be a basic concept type. Let tc1 and tc2 be two v-oriented concept types, subtypes
of tc according to two distinct viewpoints p1 and p2. If there exists an equivalence link,
noted Equiv, between tc1 and tc2 , it means that, if C1=[tc1:ref] is a representation of
C=[tc:ref], then C2=[tc2:ref] is also a representation of C and vice-versa.
This equivalence link between two v-oriented concept types stemming from two
different viewpoints enables to identify two concept types having the same meaning
but used in different contexts (and perhaps named differently) by two experts. It
corresponds to the bridge among classes of different perspectives, offered by
TROEPS [11].
Definition 8: Inclusion link
Let tc be a basic concept type. Let tc1 and tc2 be two v-oriented concept types, subtypes
of tc according to two distinct viewpoints p1 and p2. If there exists an inclusion link,
noted Incl, between tc1 and tc2 (we say tc1 includes tc2), it means that, if C1=[tc1:ref] is a
representation of C=[tc:ref], then C2=[tc2:ref] is a representation of C.
This inclusion link enables to express that the meaning of the first concept type
implies that of the second one. It can be useful if two experts express their concept
types with different grain levels. For example, in fig. 9, Overtaking_conflict and
Left_turn_conflict are types of accident factors identified by the expert in
infrastructure. But in fact, a discussion among the experts reveals that their definitions
are included in the concept type defined by the psychologist and called
Indicator_ambiguity. So, the KE can add inclusion links between Overtaking_conflict
and Indicator_ambiguity
on the one hand and between Left_turn_conflict and
Indicator_ambiguity on the other one.
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Definition 9: Exclusion link
Let tc1 and tc2 be two v-oriented concept types, subtypes of tc according to the same
viewpoint p. If there exists an exclusion link, noted Excl, between tc1 and tc2 , it means
that, if C1=[tc1:ref] is a representation of C=[tc:ref], then C2=[tc2:ref] cannot exist (and
vice-versa). It means that tc1 and tc2 cannot both belong to the coreference set of the
same referent.
This exclusion link enables to identify the concept types that cannot be at the same
time representations of the same instance. For example, the concept types
Straight_road and Curved_road stemming from the Curve viewpoint cannot be both
used for representations of a same infrastructure.
In C-VISTA model, we propose those three links that seem the most useful for our
intended applications, but other links between v-oriented concept types could be
defined: e.g. the composition of viewpoints proposed in [1].
Under_blown_tyre

VPT 1

Lack_of_road_exit_specific_signal
Equiv

Overtaking_conflict
Accident_Factor

VPT 2

Left_turn_conflict
3_lane_road

VPT 3

Incl
Incl

Knowledge_on_itinerary
Indicator_ambiguity

Fig. 9. Example of links

3.3 User’s Viewpoint for Accessing the Ontology
A user’s viewpoint can be defined using the same viewpoint template as the one used
for the ontology building. Thanks to the viewpoint representation, the set of the
ontology viewpoints which are included in this user‘s viewpoint (cf. definition 6) can
be determined automatically, so as to restrict to them when visualizing the ontology
for this user.

4

Method for Ontology Cooperative Building with C-VISTA

The KE can exploit C-VISTA model as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Elicit knowledge from the experts or analyse their documents (using a
knowledge engineering method or possibly a KA method from texts).
For each expert, determine the concept types used by this expert.
Agree on the viewpoint template to be used for the ontology.
Establish the “common hat” of ontology, composed of the common concept
types (i.e. denoted by the same terms by all the experts and having the same
definition for all of the experts).
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5.

6.
7.

For each expert, index by opinion viewpoints the concept types that are both
specific to this expert and subtypes of a common concept type. Such concept
types are v-oriented. Make explicit the focus and view angle of these opinion
viewpoints, as well as the initial set of definitions, without yet working on
their interpretation: some definitions may be redundant (resp. conflictual).
Work with the experts upon this first representation (by analysing the so far
obtained concept type hierarchy), in order to confront the concept type
definitions so as to detect the consensual ones.
Index the set of consensual definitions by perspective viewpoints according to
the following rules:
!
!
!
!
!

8.
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In the view angle of the perspective viewpoint, indicate the experts from
which the considered concept type stems.
Name differently the concept types denoted by the same term by the
different experts, if there is no agreement on a common definition: e.g.
concatenate the initial name and a feature of the expert.
If two concept types from two different viewpoints have similar
definitions, they can be linked by an equivalence link.
If two concept types from two different viewpoints have compatible
definitions, one including the other, an inclusion link can be set between
them.
If two concept types describe different properties of a basic concept type
and if, according to the experts, these properties cannot occur
simultaneously on a same instance, an exclusion link can be set between
both concept types.

Compare the definitions of the concept types indexed according to opinion
viewpoints having the same focus. Index the definitions that can be integrated,
by perspective viewpoints as described in step 6. Track of this integration
relies on opinion viewpoints keeping the intermediate definitions elaborated
during the construction of the ontology.

This method, obtained by abstraction of our own experiments, offers a
methodological guide for helping the humans involved (i.e. the knowledge engineer
and the experts) to create the ontology collaboratively but it is not yet supported by a
tool.

5

Conclusions

5.1 Applications
C-VISTA model was completely implemented in C++ above the conceptual graph
platform COGITO [9] that we extended by second-order concept and relation types,
as required by C-VISTA: we implemented an environment for multiple viewpoint
management, and in particular, methods enabling to create a viewpoint template,
create the corresponding generic viewpoint, create a viewpoint from the list of
specific criteria, add a viewpoint to a list of viewpoints managed in the environment,
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establish a viewpoint between two concept types, establish a bridge (i.e. a link)
between two concept types, establish a representation link between two concepts,
identify the coreference set of a referent, extract a subset of the concept type lattice
according ot a user’s viewpoint.
C-VISTA was tested in road accident analysis [13]: we built an ontology on traffic
accident analysis, based on the different viewpoints of seven experts (two specialists
in psychology three infrastructure engineers and two vehicle engineers). All the
examples in the paper were based on this application.
C-VISTA was also tested in the framework of a memory of a concurrent engineering
project in aeronautics [12] [13], with the objective of representing the artefact to be
designed by several participants. For this application, we needed to introduce a
different viewpoint template, shown in Figure 10.

Focus

View angle

DesignView: Material view
Task: Building of the Brake component
Step: 4
Participant: Mr X
Skill field / Level: Mechanics / Expert
Objective: Description
Satisfied requirements: Cost reduction

Fig. 10. Example of viewpoint for a concurrent engineering project memory in aeronautics

5.2 Related Work
As noticed above, related work on viewpoints in object-oriented representation [2]
[11] [10] [1] generally handles perspectives, while C-VISTA model enables to
represent not only perspectives for consensual knowledge but also opinions for non
consensual knowledge. C-VISTA also characterizes a viewpoint by its focus and its
view angle. Moreover, it exploits the relational features of CG formalism, by
expression of equivalence, inclusion links, and exclusion links between the concept
types. C-VISTA could be extended by other links (e.g. inter-ontology relations [18] or
composition of viewpoints [1]). Integration of viewpoints in CG was offered in [12]
[17].
Our method for using C-VISTA model can be compared to methods for building
cooperatively ontologies [6] [8] [16] or terminological concept bases [7]. Our
approach is different from the methods for integration of ontologies proposed in [4] or
[15] or for comparison of conceptual graphs from several experts [5]. Our method
enables to build a multi-viewpoints ontology, with cohabitation of several possibly
contradictory viewpoints, but each viewpoint itself being coherent. We must notice
that, though it was presented in the framework of conceptual graph formalism, the CVISTA model can be exploited in the framework of other formalisms. As a
conclusion, using viewpoints enables a more accurate knowledge modelling from
several experts and a user-oriented access to the ontology thus organized through
viewpoints.
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